
1/15/89 

Dear Gary, 

Ycur letter and memo of 1/12 
arrived today. I am in *were 

with 

your analysis of "'Farewell". 
Of those protests to you that 

you cite, if there 

any any you hive not sent me, 
please do, to el.O. I go therm

 sundey 8.M. 

lagele and the two Steve* hav
e net mate of these eeeple in

volved, 

In Bueope. When I reified the 
Tepee question, Veggie seemed 

to recell tbe 

name Vgsjoly (Vehe zhoglee, f
irst two eylebyle slurred tog

ether, accent on lest). 

One of my French friends confi
rms he ie the Topen guy, says 

his nem° is de Voss-

loly. He seems to recall a lo
ng story about him in tan. If

 this is tte case, 

than there could be pictures 
which, I thick, Maggie and Bu

rton might cell weet 

to examine. I am confident th
ere was mueh publicity not on

ly et the timo Topaz 

eppeared but in seperete news 
stories :ouch later. Dar I thi

ck the Times index 

would reeeki. 

LOOM I think, mndensed Tepee.
 I kcow one of the megeeines 

did, 

for I reed it. 	fact, on a
 hunch it would fit TIM. when

 I can return to it, 

I saved that end the subseque
nt news stories end now canno

t locate them. I 

have spiced eurton, who hes a 
perfect cover as 3 joerneliem 

meter, toe:rite 

the publishers for the puffer
y. He, like you, is busy in s

chool. It may teke 

him acme time before be ce n. 

Aw purpose in eoing into this
 is to ask if one of your fri

ends, 

perhape the leweschool student
 who now has a si ight lemilis

rity and ieterest, 

could research this s' the lib
rary. If he finds veythine, it

 'would be zood to 

get Ieroxes, especially of the
 pictures, it arty. 

If the !ample in GaLiforeie h
ave time to lock into this, I

 am 

certain they also vill send co
pies, for they are aware of th

e mistrial 

poeeibilitiee. The mrm to who
m you ere to send the documen

ts when sou can 

has been briefed. I hove e le
tter tram him today saying he

 "vile =Ice 

some efforts threugb me sourc
es in Burnet to see whet con 

be found out". 

If I get any meeningful iefor
metion from him, I will let y

ou know. 

Sincerely, 

Herold Weisberg 

CC1 Ivon, Veggie 



Jan. 12, 1969 

Dear Harold, 

Enclosed is the memo you asked for. 

I will try to find the stuff and try to find time to copy it for 
Rothermel. I will try to get to the Thornley stuff--I huszeti not forgotten 
but haven't had any spare time which has happened. 

If the Archives had informed me I would have sent a check. I did, 
in fact, recently send a check for $20. 

The point with the Bolden stuff is that Lane, who always mentions the 
spectacular stuff, mentioned nothing about Oswald blurting out "Ruby Hired 
me" as claimed by Turner. Therefore, if it is not in Lane's memo on Bolden 
(I assume it isn't since I doubt if he would have neglected to tell me due 
to the spectacular nature of such a claim) then Turner had to have made it 
up. According to Galt, Bolden claims that it was a total fabrication. What 
interests me is that, if he didn't tell it to Lane, then we can accept what 
Galt says. (I have total confidence in him anyway.) It would then be almost 
impossible for him to have said this to Bud and suggest strongly that Bud 
lied to help protect Turner. This would be a crucial thing to prove. 

Sprague worries me more and more 

I've got to go. I mailed the memo to Lou Ivon just in case you are 
down there when this arrives. 

Take care and best of luck. 
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Memorandum 	 1/12/69 

"Farewell America" 

To: Harold Weisberg 
Vince Salandria 

From: Gary Schoener 

I have never seen this flick nor have I met Steve Jaffe air LaMarre, so this memo 
is constructed from material received from other persons. 

Before any theorising is done concerning "Farewell America," is is important to 
realize that both TUrner and Bosley vouched for it, and Baxley allegedly told Jim 
Garrison that this was how an intelligence agency would make contact, thereby lending 
an air of validity to the whole thing. This alone, in my mind, is enough to indicate 
the likelihood that, no matter what the source of the film and its purpose, it is 
potentially destructive as far as we are concerned. Thus, even if it does originate 
from French intelligence, or some other source,  I would assume that the CIA is quite 
well aware of it and has decided that it can be used to hurt those investigating the 
assassination. 

A second malor point to be considered is that, to my knowledge, these alleged 
French Intelligence people, who claimed to have infiltrated the plot, did nothing to 
stop the assassination and have provided nothing new in the way of evidence. The 
latter is a particularly crucial point, if it is correct, since had they really in-
filtrated the plot and were they really anxious to help, they should be engaged in 
helping us solve the case both through specific information and leads, and evidence. 
The fact that whoever infiltrated the plot for them might not want to ever testify 
in no way explains why they can't furnieh specific details. Mhking unsupported charges 
against high officials scarcely constitutes any sort of help at att. Fur ham, it 
dilutes the case against the CIA and military by bringing in the Dallas police, Johnson, 
etc. 

Since I have not seen the fibs or read the book, I will make only a few its 
on the notarial that is presented. According to Dick Sprague, the French utilized 
women to infiltrated the plot. Now, while this would make aped spy novel and could 
be true, it is important to note that this is the tame line used by David *omen, who 
in ny mind is clearly in the employ of one of our opposition. His girl, Dolores Selz-
berger, was supposed to have seduced an SS agent in Dallas to get important information. 

(While Dolores is not unattractive (I finally got tamest her), she is anything but a 
Mate, Hari.) This proves nothing but is worthy of note. I have already sounded off about 
unsupported charges against high officials. This is always dangerous unless you have 
a,very strong case- since it puts you in the role of a Joe Mthly acrd in addition 
you can always be Illallenged to provide proof of your claims. Ironically, from what ' I have heard, the book and movie are actually quite deficient so far as the actual 
details of the assassination. 

Other material of interest which appears in the flick, uncredited, is that of 
Dave Litton and Fred Newcomb. Both have complained to me about this. The question 
to be answered here is how the "Frendh" got that material. Neither Fred nor Dave 
were contacted. Them is an easy source in Turner, or perhapa Jaffe, of course. 



The material of the critics which was chosen from all of that available for 

the film is of a sensational variety, but may provide many red herrings. The pictures 

of the tramps is one good example...another one of Turner's babies. Furthermore, 

according to Fred Newcemb, they bring in certain things which we have known to be un-

true for quite sane time, such as the "man shooting" on the Nix film. Also, accord-

ing to Fred, they present the material on the guy who may have a "walkie talkie" standing 

on the northwest corner of Elm at Ilkeston (Altgen'a photo) as fact, not speculation. 

Fran 

 

what I have heard I would concluded that the makers of the film gathered together 

all of the sensational stuff, no matter how speculative, and put it together in a film. 

In the film are still photos of those responsible for the assassination. These 

include.J. Edgar Hoover, Chief Curry, Clay Shaw, David Ferries  Eugene Bradley, Guy 

Bannister and an *nidentified individual who Jaffe fold Fred Newcemb was William 
McDuff. This is the dead giveaway in all likelihood, of the film's purpoee. First 

of all, I doubt if Hoover was involved, but in any event, he is the guy who people 

who are suspected agents, such as Lulu Belle Holmes (aka Rita Rollens when she went 

to see Vince) always accuse. It is noteworthy that such accusatitens against Hoover 

are accoppanjed by no mention of the Cie as a guilty party, as is apparently suggested 

by Farewell America. Dave Ferris was thrown in because we pretty well know he was 
involved and he bas publicly been identified with the conspiracy. I have no opinions, 

on Curry*  although be has been a frequent scapegoat, and I doubt if he was involved. 

Besides allowing him the opportunity to sue, his inclusion might insure that he won't 

give us any help at some future date, as some of us have hoped for some time. I have 

no thoughts on Guy Banister other than that he could have been involved. Clay Shaw's 
inclusion, a necessity for Garrison to buy the flick, will provide a means for 

Shaw 

to sue and gain enormous publicity, especially since the flick is going around just 
prior to the trial, Bradley was likewise necessary for acceptance by Garrison and 

the same reasoning applies to him as to Shaw. I see no reason to assume that McDuff 

could have been involved or that he even knew any of the people who we think were 

involved in same way, This seems to be a big red herring and potentially another 

lawsuit. In Bradley's case, by the way, the photo of the tramps was shown, As fax 

as I am concerned the man in the photo is clearly not Bradley. It is worthy of note 

that if Roger Craig's story is correct, he couldn't be. Shaw*  obviously, now has an 

iron clad case for a mistrial. 

As a final note on the material in the film it is important to realize that 

according to those who have seen it, mph evidence which would have been devastating 

to the government was omitted, such as Fred NewcoMb's work on 133A, and 133B. Here 

again we find the same pattern among those who, in the past, we have considered to 

be possibly government agents. Interestingly enough, the film not only uses much 

of what Turner decided to use in Ramparts (in lieu of more important evidence) but 

presents it in a similar syle. 

The Zapruder film which is included has four possible sources: 

1. Zapruder himself, 2. Life 3.Gcvernment„ 14. Theft from one of the first three. 

Sources 3 and 4 could be from either domestic or foreign intelligence agencies. 

In regard to source 4, it is worthy of note that *link Thompson has been rumored 

to have a copy of the film (which I doubt) and definitely has a set of slides of 

the frames which he took late NW one night up in the Time-Life Bldg. I have no 
idea as to the velity of these slides, but since he took them himself, they are 

probably not too good. Obviously, it would be possible to piece together a film 

from such a collection of slides, although it would require quite a bit of work. 



Having no other evidence I would immediately assume the source to be the government, 
with the next likely source being theft of the film by a part of the gmmamealtwhidn 
does not have a copy. It is tot clear whether the CIA, for instance, actually got a 
copy. All we know is that they borrowed the FBI's. Although unlikely, prostitution 
on the part of Life  or Zapruder is also possible. If sae can examine the film 
it should be possalle to determine whether or not it is Life's  version. According to 
Fred Newcomb's description of the film in ammo of Dec .1t', 19681 "The general color 
of the film was very poor, in fact it appeared as if it were closer to black and white 
than color." If this is correct, barring poor phot7graphio uork, it would seem likely 
that the source of the film is either Tink Thcopson s slides or a copy made by the CIA. 
Either of these would explain the poor quality, since in either case the copies could 
be expected to be the poorest of any in existence...in the case of the CIA because of 
generation number, and in the case of Thompson, due to poor evil:cant and method of 
copying. In this regerd it would be important to obtain the opinions of Ray Marcus 
and other critics who have seen the Archives copy and who saw Farewell America on 
12/13/68 at 9265 Sunset Boulevard at 4:30 PM. 

I agree with tei sberg's memo on James Hepburn; Herve Lamarre; Fit illippe; Topaz 
of 1/9/69 in general, but have some other points to make. Harold is correct in pointing 
out how strange it is that LeMarrel  et. al. are being allowed  -to get away with their 
strange doings. Even if these people are French and acting for the French, it is 
likely that they are serving the government's ends against us. I advise against any 
speculation concerning Phillippe or others mentioned as helping with the bodk. First 
of all, we have noway of knowing whether or not they really did help with the book, 
and secondly, in the case of the Americans all we have is first names. (By the way, 
Bud has already said that the Bernard and 04* mentioned are not he and his wife.) Much 
time can be consumed in such pursuits, and seeing how this whole thing has already led 
to incrddible expenditure of much time and noney, we should devote out time to things 
which are more productive, 

As for the purpcse of the book and movie, especially the movie, besides the waste 
of time and money and presentation of many rod herrings, this will provide the grounds 
for extensive legal motion and publicity unfavorable to Jim Garrison from countless 
places if it can be linked to Jim. Here the key is Jaffe who helped with the film, 
insertdd the work of some of the critics in it, etc. All of the time Jaffe was on 
Jim's payroll, and it is noteworthy that LaMar re didn't want Jaffe to give up his 
DA's card and it had to be taken frombise According to Vince, it was La ore who 
ordered the cab driver to drive on when they were accosted outside of the office and 
surrender of the card was demanded. This alone will be sufficient to hand Garrison. 
But guar trouble is possible. A recent letter feom Dave Litton laid out an elabor-
ate theory of how Jim was behind this film and had supplied them with the Zapruder 
film to have a copy  made. This type of a frameup is quite simple and its possibility 
is underlined by the fact that Dave, an anti-Garrison critic, thought of such a theory 
almost immediately. The theory is too long to be recounted here but includes such 
things as an explanation, of Jaffe's trip to Europe on the grounds that the film couldn't 
be copied in this country. Naturally, the only reply to this threat would be through 
an examination of the film so as to determine which version of the Zapruder film is 
in ft. I mould like to suspend judgment on Jaffe for the time being. 

Recommendation: Immediate public dissociation of Jim and the critics from the 
film. Attempt to get a copy of the film from Jaffe. Get the tapes of the sound track 
and the interrogation of Jaffe on the Nest Coast from Ray Marcus who made them. In-
vestigation of all associates of LaMarre and the Canadian publisher. Request of all 
critics for erns on the film, LaMarre, and Jaffe. 


